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Introduction

The social news website Reddit has a long history of hosting communities (‘subreddits’) that advocate or encourage white supremacy (Gillespie 2018), disparagement of minority groups (Topinka 2017), and violence against women (Massanari 2017). As a platform that relies heavily on volunteer moderators (“mods”) to self-govern the subreddits (Matias 2016), Reddit has been criticised for failing to adequately enforce its site-wide rules (Gillespie 2018). Incels—an internet subculture that ascribes to deeply misogynistic beliefs—grew in visibility when they developed subreddits on Reddit. After ongoing criticism and media attention about harmful behaviour of incels both on and off the platform, Reddit imposed escalating sanctions and ultimately banned the most visible of these subreddits over a period of several years. In this paper, we focus on the interaction between formal rules and social norms in incel and related subreddits.

This paper aims to improve understanding about how problematic norms are contested in (partially-) decentralised systems of content moderation. We examine discourse about moderation to better understand the role of moderation teams in maintaining and changing social norms in their communities (Fiesler et al. 2018) and to examine the interaction between these norms and both site-wide and subreddit-specific rules. Our study shows how the moderators of major incel subreddits resisted external pressure by adopting techniques to neutralize their behaviour and by enforcing boundaries to insulate their communities from critics. Our analysis suggests that the threat of prohibition alone is unlikely to be sufficient to drive cultural change in problematic subreddits. We argue that content moderation is an insufficient frame to understand the regulation of harmful communities; real change requires addressing the underlying cultural norms rather than focusing on individual pieces of content.

Examining decentralised moderation on Reddit

In this study, we use archived Reddit data to examine how four subreddits responded to external pressure and criticism and how they worked to develop and maintain their rules and norms. We compare the discourse around moderation in the now-banned r/Incels and r/Braincels subreddits with that in r/ForeverAlone, where users discuss similar themes but do not generally identify as incels. We also include r/IncelsWithoutHate, a subreddit that its creator framed as a space for less hateful incels, which Reddit banned from the platform in March 2021 for violating the platform’s rules against promoting hate. We draw on Sykes and Matza’s (1957) neutralization theory to examine the techniques that Reddit’s incel communities used to justify abusive speech in the face of heavy external pressure and criticism.

Findings and discussion

Our findings show how subreddits adapt to and resist pressure from Reddit and other users to comply with the site-wide rules. Ultimately, stricter enforcement of the formal site-wide rules did not challenge or displace the underlying ideologies that foster toxic communities. Reddit’s threats to quarantine (a step that makes communities less visible to those who have not subscribed) or ban subreddits did not carry sufficient weight to substantially change the social norms in the incel subreddits. After several warnings from Reddit, the subreddits failed to make a serious effort to reduce the level of harmful content in their communities. Instead, as the incel subreddits became more defensive, the moderators and participants rigorously policed their boundaries to keep critics out. In the face of heavy external criticism, incels reinforced problematic norms by minimising their culpability for harmful actions. For instance, they often denied that their behaviour was harmful and instead refocused discussion on condemning the behaviour of their critics. This enabled them to justify their subreddits as online support groups for bullied and oppressed men. It was also common for incels to draw on baseless pseudo-scientific theories to provide intellectual legitimacy for their claims (Baele, Brace, and Coan 2019). This “turbocharged genetic determinism” (Ging 2017, 650) enabled incels to deny responsibility for their lack of romantic relationships and provided opportunities to justify their misogynistic attitudes. While some subreddits attempted to comply with the letter of externally imposed rules, we found that participants adopted similar neutralization techniques to justify their behaviour. The result, we argue, is that the communities were able to maintain a set of norms that continued to be highly problematic.

By contrast, our findings demonstrate how moderators of less misogynistic communities continuously work to reinforce prosocial norms, despite dealing with very similar issues and sharing some subscribers with the main incel communities. We found that r/ForeverAlone’s moderation team worked consistently over time to foster a respectful community through the rules and moderation practices. For instance, these moderators more actively deleted harmful comments, posts, and banned those who published them. The moderators’ responses importantly demonstrated the bounds of acceptable behaviour in the community and created a space where other participants could question and contest toxic claims.
Conclusion

To foster prosocial subreddits, our study suggests that Reddit must tackle the underlying identity and ideology that makes people feel hateful. Content moderation, by itself, is an insufficient tool to change harmful social norms. Driving real change when moderation is decentralized requires the committed and supported participation of moderators who can undertake the extensive work of tackling the underlying identity and ideology that brings hateful communities together.
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